Occlusion handling using angular spectrum convolution in fully analytical mesh based computer generated hologram.
Occlusion handling in computer-generated holography is of vast importance as it enhances depth information by presenting correct motion parallax of the 3D scene within the viewing angle. In this paper, we propose a computationally efficient occlusion handling technique based on a fully analytic mesh based computer generated holography. The proposed technique uses angular spectrum convolution that renders exact occlusion while preserving all other aspects of the fully analytic mesh based computer generated holography. The proposed method is computationally efficient as only a single convolution operation is required for each mesh without numerical propagation between the meshes. The proposed method is also exact as it performs the occlusion processing in the tilted mesh plane, being free from artifacts coming from orthographic spatial masking. The proposed method can be applied to the self and the mutual occlusions between the objects in the 3D scene. The computer simulated results show the feasibility of the proposed method.